
Arithmetic

Addition is Fun! 1.0                    
                                                                              

Counting game 
This is an excellent program for children just starting to learn addition. Once your kids 
master addition, teach them subtraction with Subtraction is Fun 1.0, included on this 
volume.    
* Learn how counting corresponds to written numbers 
* Colorful graphics    
(Application by J. Evans) 
Children's-> Volume 230/October '96                    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 230/October '96      

Alphabet Power 2.5                        
                                                                              

ABCs and 123s 
This excellent program helps youngsters practice their ABCs, colors and numbers. With 
large colorful numbers, bright colors, big letters and fun sounds, it's ideal for youngsters.

* Colorful graphics 
* Practice addition 
* Simple-to-use 
* Choose from easy, medium and hard 
(Application by Nick Smith) 
New Member Volume XXI-> Children's                      
Children's-> Volume 228/August '96                      

Castle Knowledge 2.5                    
Featured                                      

Hear ye, hear ye 
You are a courageous Knight searching for the Jewels of Knowledge in this excellent 
adventure game. Solve math and English problems as you fight monsters, find gold and
buy equipment. This is a great kids' game.    
* Four difficulty levels 
* Exciting storyline and gameplay 
(Application by George Herrin, Jr.) 
Children's-> Volume 232/December '96                  
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 232/December '96    



Fastball Fractions 3.0                
                                                                              

Play ball 
This excellent math game is based on a baseball metaphor. You start your innings by 
typing your name. Each pitch comes in the form of an arithmetic question. Add the 
fractions correctly and your player moves around the 
bases.      
* Choose from five difficulty levels 
* Reach the Hall of Fame to print a Certificate of Achievement    
* Save your games 
* One or two players 
* Play against the computer 
(HyperCard Stack by France and Associates) 
Children's-> Volume 231/November '96                  

Make-A-Problem v1.18                    
                                                                              

This mathematical game really adds up. When you start, you are asked for several 
items - a boy's name, your favorite food and a kind of animal, for example. Then you are
given mathematical word problems using the words you entered. There are two levels of
difficulty and you can choose how many questions you want to answer. You even get a 
trophy if you do well. 
Children's-> Volume 223/March '96                        

Math Market                                      
                                                                              

Let's go shopping 
Answer math questions correctly to earn Math Market Money. Fill your piggy bank and 
then go shopping in the program's Math Market. Questions include number order, 
addition, subtraction and multiplication. Great for younger kids.    
* Includes fun sounds, bright colors and real photos 
* Top ten list 
* Solve the problems to fill the piggy bank 
* Spend your winnings at Math Market 
(HyperCard Stack by Diane Bundy) 
Children's-> Volume 230/October '96                    

Math Stars 3.2                                
Featured                                      



Counting stars 
Practice addition, subtraction, multiplication and division with this rewarding program. If 
you answer 10 out of 10 questions in a round within the allotted time, you earn a gold 
star in the Class Roster window. After earning 10 gold stars, your name is placed in the 
Hall of Fame. This game is great fun with colorful graphics.    
* Keep track of gold stars earned 
* Maintain up to 10 names    
* Set your own time limit 
* Include negative numbers 
(Application by Roger M. Clary) 
Children's-> Volume 231/November '96                  

Math Worksheet Creator v1.5      
                                                                              

Create math worksheets with this useful program. The equations on the worksheets 
have missing numbers you need to fill in to solve the equations. Worksheets can have 
multiplication, addition and subtraction problems in horizontal or vertical form. You can 
also specify a numerical range for the numbers in the equations. 
Children's-> Volume 227/July '96                          

Missile Math v1.0                          
Featured                                      

Use your math skills to stop numbers as they fly across your screen. The program tells 
you a specific decimal place, like hundreds and thousandths. When the number flies by,
shoot that decimal place. If you're right, the number is destroyed. If you're wrong, the 
number gets away. The better you become, the faster the numbers fly.
New Member Volume XXI-> Children's                      
Children's-> Volume 227/July '96                          

Subtraction is Fun! 1.0              
                                                                              

Learn subtraction 
This is an excellent program for children just starting to learn subtraction. Use this 
program along with Addition is Fun 1.0, included on this volume. 
* Learn how counting corresponds to written numbers 
* Colorful graphics    
(Application by J. Evans) 
Children's-> Volume 230/October '96                    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 230/October '96      



The T-Rex Multiplication 1.1    
                                                                              

Prehistoric math 
Play with T-Rex and his dinosaur friends as you learn the multiplication table. A cute 
game for children in beginning math.    
* Tables up to 12 
* T-Rex gives encouraging messages when you answer 
questions correctly (Application by J. Evans) 
Children's-> Volume 230/October '96                    
Latest & Greatest-> Volume 230/October '96      


